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Abstract

A deep understanding of ion desolvation in microporous electrodes is helpful for achieving efficient energy storage. Herein, we evaluate the contribution of ion desolvation to electrochemical performance of microporous electrodes with a proposed multiscale approach. By integrating the molecular version with the simple version of classical density functional theory, we first determine the solvation diameters of ions in confined molecular solvent, and then predict the capacitances of microporous electrodes through a solvation-diameter-dependent coarse-grained model. We find that the solvation diameter displays an oscillatory decline as decreasing the pore size of nanoslit, and upon this relation in combination with the pore size distribution of microporous electrode we give satisfactory predictions of the capacitances of practical electrodes compared with experimental measurements. This work not only provides a feasible multiscale tool for predicting the capacitances of microporous electrodes involving liquid electrolytes, but also casts insights for the design and preparation of high-performance supercapacitors.

1. Introduction

Growing energy demand and environmental protection inspire the exploit of renewable energy such as solar energy, wind energy and ocean energy. Its intermittence necessitates the development of high-performance storage devices to achieve excellent energy storage and thus stabilize the large-scale practical supplies in the form of electrochemical energy.1 Supercapacitors (also called ultracapacitors) and batteries are important candidates for electrochemical energy storages,2 and have been extensively studied by experiments and theoretical methods.3-5 The physical adsorption and diffusion of electrolytes in supercapacitor ensure its high power density6-7 and outstanding cycling performance.8 However, the energy storage density is much lower compared to the chemical storage batteries.9

In recent years, the microporous materials involving liquid electrolytes have exhibited tremendous potential for promoting the energy density of supercapacitor. Gogotsi and his co-workers et al.10-11 manufactured a microporous TiC carbide-derived carbon (TiC-CDC) electrode, and this electrode displays outstanding performance in energy storage capacity. For example, by tuning the average pore size of the microporous electrode to 1.0 nm, Chmiola et al.12 found that the capacitance anomalously increases for the supercapacitor involving acetonitrile-based liquid electrolyte. Further decreasing the pore size down to about one ion size, the anomalously promoted capacitance is observed.13 These results are soon confirmed by different theoretical studies such as Monte Carlo simulations,14 molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,15-16 atomistic MD simulations,17-18 and theoretical methods.19-20

The mechanism for the abnormally increased capacitance can be generally attributed to two aspects: the confinement effect (i.e., the steric effect of ions and the overlapping effect of electrostatic potentials) and the ion desolvation.21-22 Specifically, for the confinement effect in nanoscale pores, both the overlapped electrostatic potential23 and the convex inner surfaces of electrodes24-25 contribute to the high-performance of supercapacitors. The ion desolvation is closely associated with the ion adsorption amount.26-27 By integrating the ion desolvation with hierarchical nanopores, the microporous electrodes have attracted considerable interests
to achieve excellent charge storage efficiency in recent years. However, because the ion desolvation, usually occurred in confined space, causes the rearrangement of microscopic solvent structure surrounding the ion, leading to the variations of solvent local density and ion solvation diameter, the relation between the solvation diameter of ion in nanopore with the pore size is highly desirable yet lacking, and this causes a significant bottleneck for properly understanding the contribution of ion desolvation to the capacitance of microporous electrodes. Compromisingly, unified ion size is employed in most coarse-grained studies on electrochemical properties of confined electrolytes disregarding the variation of pore size.

Theoretical methods and computer simulations are employed to investigate the ion solvation in bulk solutions and interfacial systems on molecular level. Recently we proposed a model to examine the ion desolvation in confined water by incorporating the molecular density functional theory (MDFT) with an proposed desolvation model, and successfully demonstrated the disturbed hydration shell and the decreased hydration numbers of ions in nanoslits. MDFT is a molecular version of the classical density functional theory (CDFT), which additionally involves the molecular orientation as variables in local density distribution. Herein, we integrate a similar desolvation model with coarse-grained description of solvated ions in nanoslits to investigate the ion desolvation effect on capacitance. Particularly, we evaluate the capacitance by adopting the simple version of CDFT, in which the ionic components are described with coarse-grained spherical particles. Historically this version is simply called as CDFT. CDFT has been applied to predict the capacitances by accurately accounting for the excluded volume effect and electrostatic correlation in confined simple electrolytes.

By combining the MDFT and CDFT, the ion desolvation and its contribution to the capacitance of the microporous electrodes are investigated. We show that this combination can unravel the ion desolvation effect to electrochemical properties, and give satisfactory predictions on the capacitances of practical microporous electrodes with liquid electrolytes as long as the pore size distribution (PSD) is provided.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, the ion desolvation in the microporous electrode is introduced and the essential equations of MDFT and CDFT are provided. In Section 3, the solvation diameters of ions in different nanoslits under ambient condition are evaluated by using the MDFT, and thereafter the capacitances of the nanoslits with different pore sizes are predicted by using CDFT. Next, integrating the pore-size dependent capacitances with the PSD, we study the ion desolvation contribution to the overall capacitance of the microporous electrodes in comparison with experimental measurements. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 4.

2. Molecular Model and Theory

2.1. Ion Desolvation in Nanoslit

A positively charged microporous TiC-CDC electrode with specific PSD is depicted in Figure 1. The PSD represents the probability distribution of the nanopores with different pore sizes embedded in the microporous electrode. Here we model each nanopore with nanoslit composed of two parallel charged flat surfaces. The measured PSD of the microporous electrode material prepared by Chmiola et al. is depicted in Figure 1(a), indicating that the pore widths of most pores are between 0.5 nm and 0.7 nm, and this clearly states that the nanoscale pores are dominant for determining the electrochemical properties of microporous electrodes. In most cases, the ions solvated in liquid electrolytes need to remove their solvation shells in order to penetrate into tiny pores. This process is conventionally referred to as ion desolvation, which can be often observed when ions transport through bio-channels.
Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of microporous TiC-CDC electrode with specific PSD obtained from ref. 12. (b) Illustration of ion desolvation caused by geometrical confinement of nanoslit. (c) A representative nanoslit in the positively charged electrode.

Figure 1 (b) displays the schematic graph of ion desolvation in confined liquid, in which the anion is encircled by solvent molecules due to the static electronic attraction. Here, acetonitrile (MeCN) solvent is considered in order to perform a faithful comparison with experiments. MeCN is a typical linear polar fluid and it can be modeled as a linear molecule containing three parts: the methyl group (blue sphere), the carbon group (grey sphere), and the nitrogen group (yellow sphere). The solvent structure of MeCN surrounding the solute ion is described by the local density distribution of MeCN molecules, which depends on both the spatial position, , and the Euler angle, , of MeCN molecule in space.

The spatial orientation of a MeCN molecule can be alternatively characterized by the included angle between the linear MeCN molecule and the vector connecting the solute ion to the carbon group of MeCN, designated as . In this work, the cosine value of , i.e., , is employed to describe the spatial orientation of MeCN, which can be converted from the Euler angle through a rotation matrix operation. In nanopores, the interfacial interaction and the geometrical confinement effect may destroy the solvation structure of ion, leading to the rearrangement of local density distribution of MeCN, and this feature becomes more pronounced as the pore size decreases down to several molecule sizes, resulting in a significant decrease of the MeCN number within the first solvation shell. When further decreasing the pore size, the solvation diameter of ion will decrease until the occurrence of a bare ion.

Since not all solvent molecules within the first solvation shell contribute to the solvation diameter of ions, the spatial orientation distribution of MeCN can be additionally introduced to distinguish the contributing molecules. This idea has been applied to evaluate the ion hydration size in confined liquid water by using the MDFT, in which the critical orientation angle in the first solvation shell was determined as [-1.0, -0.44] for cation and [0.48, 1.0] for anion. In this work, we adopt the same concept to calculate the solvation diameter of ions in confined MeCN:

\[
\text{Hydration Diameter} = V_{ion} + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{n_{MeCN} \cdot \rho_{MeCN}} \right)
\]

where is the volume of the solvated ion, i.e., with being the solvation diameter, is the volume of the bare ion, and its diameter, , is evaluated from the Barker-Henderson theory. represents the occupied volume of contributing MeCN molecules, and being estimated through . Here is the number density of bulk MeCN solvent, and is the solvation number of MeCN. For an anion, the solvation number is calculated through the following expression:

\[
n_{MeCN} = \frac{V_{ion}}{V_{MeCN}}
\]

where with , and is the critical orientation angle in the first solvation shell to weight the contribution of MeCN molecules to the solvation diameter.
MeCN solvent surrounding the anion. represents the radius of the first valley in . In general, the value of varies at different orientations. In other words, can be expressed as a function of , i.e., . The solvation diameter can be solved by combining eqs. (1) and (2) once the critical orientation angle is determined.

We determine with the help of MDFT. Within the framework of MDFT, the ion solvation in MeCN solvent can be described in the grand canonical ensemble, in which the solvent chemical potential , the system volume , and the system temperature are fixed. A single ion is immersed in MeCN under given thermodynamic condition, and by minimizing the grand potential functional of the inhomogeneous solvent system, the local density distribution of MeCN, can be obtained. The grand potential functional is associated with the solvation free energy functional, , through:

\[
\Omega = \Omega_0 + \Omega_{ext} + \Omega_{excess},
\]

where represents the grand potential of the reference bulk solvent. In general, includes three contributions: the ideal term , the external contribution, and the excess term due to the intermolecular interactions . The expression of the solvation free energy functional follows:

\[
\Delta G = \Delta G_0 + \Delta G_{ext} + \Delta G_{excess},
\]

Here, denotes the deviation of local density with respect to the bulk one, and is the Boltzmann constant. is the angular-dependent direct correlation function (DCF) of the bulk solvent. Here DCF is prepared in prior by solving the molecular Orenstein-Zernike equation with the help of exact pair correlation function extracted from simulation. represents the external potential consisting of the solute-solvent interaction and the interfacial interaction. The former includes the pairwise Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential energy and direct Coulomb interaction between the solute ion and MeCN. The latter is the non-electrostatic interaction between the MeCN solvent and flat walls, and it can be described by the 10-4 potential. For ion dissolved in the solvent free of confinement, the latter interaction vanishes and only the solute-solvent interaction is involved. The detailed expressions of are given in Supporting Information (SI).

2.2. Contribution of Ion Desolvation to Capacitance

Figure 1 (c) depicts a representative nanopore embedded in microporous electrode. The nanopore is modelled as a structureless slit pore with pore width , and both surfaces are positively charged. When calculating the capacitance, the solvated ions are usually described with coarse-grained model. Here the restricted primitive model (RPM) is adopted, in which both the cation and anion are modelled as charged hard-sphere particles of the same size, and the solvent is treated as a dielectric continuum characterized with a fixed dielectric constant . The ionic size often takes the value of solvation diameter ,

\[
\epsilon
\]

Similar to the MDFT, the grand potential of a simple ionic system in the framework of CDFT can be formulated as a functional of local density distribution:

\[
\Phi = \Phi_0 + \Phi_{ext} + \Phi_{excess},
\]

where is the chemical potential of ionic species determined by the given bulk thermodynamic condition. is the non-electrostatic external potential, and in the coarse-grained model, unless otherwise specified elsewhere we adopt the hard-wall potential, i.e., , for and otherwise with being the perpendicular distance of the ionic particle within the pore to either nanoslit surface. is the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy, and it is generally composed of the ideal contribution and the excess one due to the intermolecular interaction:

\[
\Phi = \Phi_0 + \Phi_{excess},
\]

The ideal Helmholtz free energy of the system can be formulated exactly, reading:

\[
\Phi = \frac{\beta}{2} k T \ln \left( \frac{4 \pi r^3}{3} \right),
\]

where , and is the thermal wavelength which is immaterial to the final calculation results. By minimizing the grand potential functional, i.e., , we can obtain the local density distribution of ionic particle at
thermodynamic equilibrium:

\[ F_{\text{ex}} = \frac{1}{2} K \langle r^2 \rangle, \quad (8) \]

where \( F_{\text{ex}} \) is the excess part of \( F \). For the RPM model system, three contributions should be included in the excess Helmholtz free energy functional, including the excluded volume effect, the electrostatic correlation, and the direct Coulomb interaction. The excluded volume effect is calculated by the modified fundamental measure theory (MFMT), extended from the original FMT proposed by Rosenfeld. By ignoring the higher-order correlation, the electrostatic correlation is derived from the second-order functional expansion of the excess Helmholtz free energy functional with respect to the bulk system. Following the mean-spherical approximation, the excess Helmholtz free energy functional due to the contribution from direct Coulomb interaction can be formulated, and this contribution can be numerically solved by integrating the Poisson equation with the applied voltage, on both slit surfaces. The detailed expressions of three contributions are given in the SI.

Because the structural and thermodynamic properties vary along the normal direction of nanoslit, we only consider the one-dimensional local density distribution of ionic particle, \( n_i \), in eq.(8). For a like-charged nanoslit, the surface charge density, \( \sigma \), can be determined upon by neutralizing the net charge accumulation in the half-slit, i.e.,

\[ \sigma = \frac{Q}{S}, \quad (9) \]

where \( Q \) is elementary charge, and \( i \) is the valence carried on the ionic particle of \( i \)-th species. With the relation between the applied surface voltage and the resultant surface charge density, the integral capacitance of each like-charged nanoslit with pore width \( w \), hereafter designated as \( C \), can be calculated by:

\[ C = \frac{Q}{V}, \quad (10) \]

where the low limit in the integral is the smallest size of enterable pore, and it should be determined by the bare ion diameter, \( d_i \). The upper limit, \( w \), should be the maximum pore size in the microporous electrode.

In experiment, the microporous electrode is often characterized with the average pore size, \( w \), in addition to the PSD. The averaged pore size is determined by:

\[ w = \frac{1}{n} \sum_i d_i, \quad (11) \]

where \( n \) is the minimum measured pore size of nanopore in the electrode material. In this work, is directly extracted from the experimental data, which was determined through the argon adsorption isotherms.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Solvation Diameter in Confined MeCN

Both the radial distribution function and radial orientation distribution of MeCN surrounding Na\(^+\) or Cl\(^-\) in free space are calculated by using the MDFT in comparison with the relevant MD simulations. The same set of system parameters is employed in the MDFT calculations: temperature \( T = 298 \) K and bulk MeCN number density \( = 1.139 \times 10^{-2} \) molecule/\( \text{Å}^3 \) (equivalently, the mass density, 0.777 g/cm\(^3\)), and the LJ parameters are presented in the SI.

**Figure 2 (a) and (b)** show the radial distribution functions of MeCN, surrounding Na\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\), respectively. Here is the radial distance to the center of solute ion. The radial orientation distribution function of MeCN is calculated as:

\[ P(r, \phi) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \frac{\partial F}{\partial \cos \theta} d\cos \theta, \quad (12) \]

where \( P(r, \phi) \) is the orientation-dependent radial distribution function of MeCN solvent, and following our previous work, it can be obtained straightforwardly from the local structure of MeCN solvent described with the orientation-dependent local density. The first peaks of radial distribution functions for Na\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\) are
remarkably larger than the other peaks, indicating that the solvation radii of ions are closely dependent on
the MeCN solvent within the first solvation shell.

**Figure 2** (c) and (d) plot the radial orientation distribution functions of MeCN surrounding Na\(^+\) and
Cl\(^-\), respectively. The radial orientation distribution functions display an oscillatory feature, showing that
the radial density distribution is sensitive to the orientation angle. Namely, at different orientation angles,
the radial density distributions can be very different. Indeed, owing to the strong electrostatic interaction
between the solute ion and MeCN solvent, the nitrogen site of MeCN orients preferentially towards Na\(^+\)
within the first solvation shell. Opposite situation can be found with the solute of Cl\(^-\). Although there is a
small deviation between the MDFT predictions and MD simulation results, the density distributions within
the first solvation shell are in excellent agreements. This shows that the MDFT provides an accurate and
feasible method to calculate the local density and orientation angle of MeCN surrounding solute anion or
cation.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2**. (a, b) The radial distribution functions and (c, d) the radial orientation distribution functions
of MeCN predicted by the MDFT in comparison with relevant MD simulation.\(^{57}\) Na\(^+\): left panel; Cl\(^-\): right
panel.

As the radial distribution function is highly orientation-dependent, the structural criterion involving both
local density and orientation angle are utilized to determine the solvation diameters of ions in MeCN. The
essential idea is that at certain orientations the local densities within the first solvation shell are very low
and make no contribution to the solvation number. To justify this postulation, we compute the molecular
number within the solvent shell at each orientation angle:

\[
\mathcal{N} = \sum \mathcal{N}_i \cos \alpha_i
\]

where is the molecular number at the specific orientation within the solvent shell determined by the first
density valley position , as discussed in the eq.(2).

The reduced number, , for Cl\(^-\) are plotted in**Figure 3** (a). Interestingly, most of MeCN molecules within the
first shell surrounding Cl\(^-\) distribute with the orientation ranging from 0.5 to 1, and the maximum reduced
number is found at = 0.75. This trend confirms the above analysis. To distinguish the non-contributing
molecules, we introduce a critical value of \( \alpha \), below which the corresponding reduced number is small and thus makes no contribution to the solvation diameter. This critical value should be sort of universal, and valid for many other simple ions as well. To determine this critical value, we take the measured solvation diameter of Cl\(^-\) from experiment (i.e., 7.52 Å\(^{58}\)) as a benchmark, and then determine critical structural orientation as \( \alpha = 0.68 \). The applicability of this criterion is tested for evaluating the solvation diameter of other simple anions in MeCN. Figure 3 (b) shows the solvation diameters of Cl\(^-\), Br\(^-\) and I\(^-\) in MeCN predicted by the MDFT. As can be seen, the predictions of Br\(^-\) and I\(^-\) are in a good agreement with the experimental measurements. Therefore, we speculate that this structural criterion is applicable for predicting the solvation diameters of anions in confined MeCN solvent.

![Figure 3](image)

To further examine the accuracy of MDFT for predicting the MeCN structure in confined space, the local density distribution of MeCN in a nanoslit is calculated and then compared with simulation results. In the simulation, the nanoslit is constructed with two parallel graphene monolayers with separation = 42 Å. The simulation are performed with standard molecular dynamics simulation package, in which the graphene is described with full-atomic model, and the three-site model\(^{42}\) for the MeCN liquid at 298 K is utilized. The simulation details are provided in the SI. The same model system is adopted in the MDFT calculation. Technically, we place the left graphene monolayer at \( \alpha = 0 \) while the right one at \( \alpha = \). Figure 4 (a) plots the predicted normalized density distributions of MeCN, along the direction from both the MDFT and simulation. The normalized density distribution from the MDFT is computed by taking average of the angular-dependent local density over all MeCN orientations. The comparison shows that the MDFT prediction well captures the layer-by-layer structure of MeCN near the wall, in excellent consistency with the simulation result. For the sake of clear illustration, the corresponding two-dimensional density map near the wall is depicted in Figure 4 (b).

Next, we analyze the solvation diameter of ion in confined MeCN. For reducing the computational cost on the external potential, we reconstruct the nanoslit with two flat and structureless graphene-like layers, in which the interaction between the MeCN solvent and neutral flat wall is described by the 10-4 potential.\(^{49}\) The solute ion is placed at the center of the nanoslit and immersed in the confined MeCN at ambient condition. Taking Cl\(^-\) as a case study, we compute the solvation number and solvation diameter of Cl\(^-\) in different nanoslits by using the MDFT, as shown in Figure 4 (c) and (d) respectively. In the nanoslit with sufficiently large pore width, the solvation number and the solvation diameter recover to their corresponding bulk values. As the pore width decreases, the solvation number and the solvation diameter first oscillate around their bulk values, and then monotonically decrease until reaching the limits. This oscillative decrement of the solvation diameter unravels the nature of ion desolvation in confined solvent, and it’s essentially consistent with the reported variation trend of coordination number in confined systems. For example, Shao et al.,\(^{45}\) reported a non-monotonic variation of the coordination number of Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) in confined water in nanotube as
decreasing the nanotube size.

\[ \text{Figure 4.} \quad \text{(a) Normalized density distribution of MeCN near a full-atomic graphene wall, and (b) the corresponding layer-by-layer two-dimensional density map. (c) The solvation number and (d) solvation diameter of Cl}^- \text{ versus the pore width of nanoslit. The grey dash lines represent the corresponding bulk values. The red and black dotted lines are drawn to guide the eye.} \]

3.2. Microstructure of Liquid Electrolytes in Nanoslit

The electrochemical properties of supercapacitors are determined by the microstructure of electrolytes in each nanopore. The electrolytes are usually modeled with RPM model with the ion size identical with its solvation diameter.\textsuperscript{20, 32} To explore the ion size effect, the density distributions of cation and anion are investigated in the same nanopore with identical ion concentration. Three typical sizes of cation and anion (\( i.e., \)) are chosen, \( i.e., \), 0.33 nm, 0.57 nm, and 0.73 nm, which corresponds to, respectively, the bare ion size, the solvation diameter in confined MeCN with pore size = 0.92 nm, and the solvation diameter in bulk MeCN. The other system parameters are given as follows: the relative dielectric constant = 1.0, the system temperature = 298 K, the surface voltage = 1.15 V, and the bulk ion concentration = 1.50 M. The predicted ion density profiles by the CDFT are shown in Figure 5. As expected, anions accumulate near the positively charged surfaces while cations are repelled to the center of nanoslit. In addition, we note that the ion distribution is sensitive to the solvation diameter. Specifically, when increasing the solvation diameter of ion, the contact value of anion increases, and the accumulation of both cations and anions are enhanced.
Figure 5. Density distributions of cation and anion within the nanoslit with pore size = 0.92 nm. Three ionic diameters: (a) = 0.33 nm, (b) = 0.57 nm and (c) = 0.73 nm are considered, corresponding to the bare ion size, the solvation diameter in confined MeCN, and the solvation diameter in bulk MeCN.

3.3 Contribution of Ion Desolvation to Capacitance

Now we start to analyze the ion desolvation effect on capacitance. To validate the feasibility of CDFT in combination with the RPM coarse-grained model for predicting capacitance, comparisons between the CDFT calculation and relevant simulation\textsuperscript{59} are performed and shown in Figure 6. In the simulation, the electrochemical properties of hard-sphere ions near a planar hard wall are investigated, in which the relative dielectric constant is set as $\varepsilon = 78.50$ for mimicking aqueous solution, and a moderate electrolyte concentration is adopted as $c = 1.0$ M with equal diameters of cation and anion = 0.40 nm. The system temperature is $T = 298.15$ K. The identical system parameters are used in the CDFT calculation except that a nanoslit with pore width is applied. The comparison shows that our coarse-grained-model based CDFT calculation gives satisfactory predictions on the relation between surface voltage and surface charge density, and the relation between the capacitance and the surface charge density except a little overestimate at the peaks.
By using the MDFT in combination with the critical structural orientation = 0.68, we first calculate the solvation diameters of ions in confined MeCN within the nanoslits with different pore widths. Here, the anion of BF\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{-} is considered which is modeled as a LJ particle carrying one elementary charge. The LJ parameters are presented in the SI with the size of bare ion = 0.33 nm. Figure 7 (a) shows the dependence of the predicted solvation diameter versus the pore width of nanoslit, i.e. . The solvation diameter varies along the pore width, displaying an oscillative decline when reducing the pore width.

By incorporating the ion solvation diameter into the solvation-diameter-dependent coarse-grained model, and assuming that the cation and anion have equal size, the capacitances of the nanoslits involving MeCN-based electrolyte with different pore widths are calculated through CDFT, as shown in Figure 7 (b). Here, the bulk ion concentration = 1.50 M and the other system parameters are the same as those in Figure 5. For comparison, the capacitances without considering ion desolvation are calculated as well, in which all parameters are the same except that a uniform ion size is adopted as = 0.73 nm corresponding to the solvation diameter of BF\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{-} in bulk MeCN. Conventionally, the ion solvation diameter in bulk solution has been employed in theoretical calculation.

Figure 7. (a) Predicted solvation diameter of BF\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{-} varying with the pore width of nanoslit. (b) Capacitance with and without ion desolvation effect varying with the pore size of nanoslit. The blue dotted line is drawn to guide the eye.

Overall, the predicted capacitance in terms of pore width displays an oscillating feature, and besides, the capacitances in both cases become almost identical as the pore width exceeds 2.0 nm. This is because the solvation diameter of BF\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{-} gradually recovers to its bulk value when increasing the pore width. Nevertheless, two important different features can be found between the capacitances considering ion-desolvation effect and that without ion-desolvation effect. Firstly, owing to the pore size limit, the capacitance with uniform ion size vanishes when the pore width is less than 0.73 nm; while for the case considering ion-desolvation, as the ion size can decrease down to 0.33 nm, the capacitance sharply increases when the pore width decreases from 0.73 to 0.33 nm, generally according with the experimental observation. Secondly, an obvious deviation in the capacitance can be observed when the pore width varies from 1.0 nm to 2.0 nm. This is likely due to the mismatch between and resulting from the oscillation of solvation diameter in confined MeCN.

The overall capacitance, , is calculated with the help of eq.(10) and the PSD extracted from the measurement of TiC-CDC microporous material. Two types of overall capacitances are calculated, i.e. , the ones with and without ion desolvation. The calculated overall capacitances versus the average pore size are plotted in Figure 8 in comparison with the experimental measurement from Chmiola et al. The predicted overall capacitance involving ion desolvation effect nicely agrees well with the experimental observation in both the magnitude and the variation trend along with the average pore size. Particularly, the sharp increase of
capacitance is well captured as decreasing the average pore size. However, the overall capacitances without ion desolvation are overall much smaller than the experimental values, and in addition, the sharp increase of capacitance in nanopore is not captured. These differences highlight the importance of ion-desolvation effect in determining the capacitance of microporous electrode. Furthermore, the agreement between our predictions and experimental measurements shows that the capacitances of practical microporous electrodes involving liquid electrolytes can be quantitatively predicted by the proposed multiscale molecular approach.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** Overall capacitances of the microporous electrode with and without the ion desolvation versus the average pore size. The experimental capacitances are from the experiment reported by Chmiola et al.\(^\text{12}\)

4. **Conclusion**

The contribution of ion desolvation to the capacitance of microporous electrodes is investigated by combining the MDFT and CDFT. With the help of MDFT, we first develop a criterion to determine the solvation diameter of ion in MeCN, and then evaluate the ion solvation diameters in the MeCN confined in nanopores with different pore sizes at ambient condition. Particularly, the relation between the solvation diameter and pore size is unraveled. Interestingly, we find that the solvation diameter of ion displays an oscillative decline to the bare ion size when decreasing the pore size.

With the help of this pore-size-dependent solvation diameter, we are able to incorporate the coarse-grained model of solvated ion with the PSD of practical microporous electrode extracted from experimental measurement, and quantitatively predict the capacitance by means of CDFT. This work not only provides a multiscale molecular approach to evaluate the contribution of ion desolvation to electrochemical properties of microporous electrodes, but also casts insights into the design and optimization of supercapacitors.
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Figure 1: (a) $n_c = (\cos \alpha)$ vs $\cos \alpha$ for different values of $\sigma$. (b) Comparison of experimental (Exp) and MDFT data for Cl, Br, and I.

Figure 2: (a) Comparison of experimental and simulation data for $\rho(z)/\rho_b$. (b) RGB plot showing the distribution of $z/\AA$.

Figure 3: (c) $N_c$ vs $L/\AA$. (d) $\sigma/\AA$ vs $L/\AA$. 

Figure 4: (a) Graph showing the relationship between $n_c$ and $\cos \alpha$. (b) Comparison of experimental and simulation data for different elements.

Figure 5: (a) Comparison of experimental and simulation data for $\rho(z)/\rho_b$. (b) RGB plot showing the distribution of $z/\AA$. 

Figure 6: (a) Graph showing the relationship between $n_c$ and $\cos \alpha$. (b) Comparison of experimental and simulation data for different elements.